Inspired by the noble and elegant materials that were used in the covering of these great architectural works, as well as in the construction and decoration of their temples and palaces, the **PYRAMIDS collection** was born, with high end patterns, style and distinction. This collection is characterized by natural stone finishes with a beauty, sharpness and definition never seen before.

**EM2021 RAMSES**

- **Finish**: POLISHED
- **Sizes**: 3000 x 1400 mm (original)
  3200 x 1600 mm (jumbo)
- **Thickness**: 20 mm / 30 mm

**neos**

**Improved with:**

**Nano Enhancement of Surfaces**

A new high-performance stain and substance repellent technology. Invisible to the naked eye, it has been formulated to resist staining and keep surfaces clean, guarding from everyday wear and tear with minimal maintenance. NEOS makes Enigma Surfaces the most durable product in the industry.

Ramses stands out for its fine and elegant gray veins that intersect on a soft white background. Ramses is also one of the most versatile surfaces, because its clear tone allows it to combine perfectly with other marbles and materials in any environment you want to design. The possibilities offered by Ramses are limitless and the end result is always extraordinary. It can be used both on floors and walls, as well as in bathrooms, countertops,...

[www.enigmasurfaces.com](http://www.enigmasurfaces.com)